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Abstract
We identify the crucial role social networks play in crowdfunding markets. Investors
are 50% more likely to fund projects that their peers support and are 11.2% more likely
to fund projects from regions where they share strong social ties, given a one standard
deviation change in the variables. Peer effects complement the effect of social ties and better
platform design choices, and social ties transmit information about economic conditions in
project locations. Further, the investor–level effects aggregate and affect project funding
success. Our findings suggest that social networks increase investor awareness, disseminate
information, and have real impacts on capital allocations.
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Introduction
The crowdfunding market is a vital segment of the emerging fintech industry and has become

an increasingly important source of financing for early-stage entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs use
crowdfunding to fund a project or venture through raising small amounts of money from a large
number of people (the “crowd”), typically via social media platforms or the internet (Strausz,
2017; Ellman and Hurkens, 2019; Chemla and Tinn, 2020a). Crowdfunding takes several forms
and can be rewards based, debt based, equity based, or donation based, in which crowd funders
receive rewards, notes, or shares, or express altruism, respectively. The market, which was
estimated at $13.9 billion as of 2019, is expected to triple by 2026.1
Anecdotal evidence suggests that online social networks have a substantial influence on
crowdfunding markets due to their ability to leverage the internet and allow easy communication among the crowd of potential investors and between the investors and entrepreneurs.2
Despite this, the way in which online social networks affect investor decisions and equilibrium
outcomes on crowdfunding markets has not been fully understood, and social networks’ economic
importance has not been assessed.
This paper aims to provide insights into the above questions by combining a unique dataset
extracted from a large crowdfunding platform with a newly available online social network data
from Facebook. We first study investors’ funding decisions and show that the decisions are substantially influenced by the funding experiences of their social network peers (peer effects) and
the connectedness between the investor and the project locations (social ties). We then analyze
how the two social network forces interact with each other and the way in which crowdfunding
platforms can moderate the social network effects. We further discuss the underlying channels
by investigating whether social networks transmit information about the economic conditions in
1

Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/1078273/global-crowdfunding-market-size.
For example, Kickstarter, the world’s largest rewards-based crowdfunding platform, informs users of the
funding activities of their social network friends and explicitly states the following on its website: “Tapping into our
community starts with activating your own. Most successful projects build a snowball effect, winning over friends
and early supporters who then share the idea with their networks, and signal their support to the wider Kickstarter
community.” (Source: https://www.kickstarter.com/about?ref=global-footer (accessed on May 23, 2020). The
platform further explains: “This helps backers learn more about the people behind the projects they support
and builds trust between the backer and creator.” Backers can also “follow their Facebook friends on Kickstarter
to see what projects they back.” (Source: https://help.kickstarter.com/hc/en-us/articles/115005127034-Whatis-Facebook-Connect-).
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project locations. Finally, we demonstrate that investor-level effects aggregate to affect equilibrium funding outcomes for projects.
Our conceptual framework builds on models suggesting that social interactions help disseminate valuable information (see, e.g., Ellison and Fudenberg, 1995; Colla and Mele, 2010;
Ozsoylev and Walden, 2011; Hong and Xu, 2019).3 Motivated by this, we hypothesize that
social interactions influence funding decisions by increasing the visibility of a project and by
transmitting relevant information about the project. As theorized by Merton (1987), investors
with limited attention are only aware of a subset of investment opportunities and therefore do
not invest in projects that they are unfamiliar with. Social network alleviates the information
friction because the popularity of a project among social network peers increases the visibility
of the project. Once the project is in the choice set of an investor, the investor then acquires
and processes information obtained through social interactions and via other channels. Such information processing helps reduce information uncertainty about the project and, all else equal,
increases the investor’s willingness to invest.
We expect that the effect of online social networks in crowdfunding markets to be substantially greater than that of traditional networks in existing markets. First, online social networks
allow individuals to influence a much broader set of investors at virtually zero marginal cost and
significantly reduce entry barriers to communication (see, e.g., Kremer et al. 2014).4 Second,
social media is now a news source for an increasingly large share of the U.S. population. According to a 2019 survey by the Pew Research Center, 55% of U.S. adults now receive their news
from social media either “often” or “sometimes,” and 73% of Facebook users used it as a way
to receive information.5 In addition, individuals who are subject to attention constraints are
3

The models are supported by empirical studies on social networks and stock investments (Coval and
Moskowitz, 2001; Cohen et al., 2008; Bernile et al., 2015; Pool et al., 2015; Hong and Xu, 2019; Da et al.,
2020). On the other hand, social interactions can generate information cascades in which individuals do not make
use of their private signals (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1992; Banerjee 1992), giving rise to free-riding
incentives (Han and Yang 2013), or result in a Prisoner’s Dilemma for the well-informed investors (Goldstein,
Xiong, and Yang 2021). In addition, social interactions may amplify behavioral biases and spread rumors (see,
e.g., Huberman 2001; Bailey, Kumar, and Ng 2011; Pool, Stoffman, and Yonker 2012; DeMarzo, Vayanos, and
Zwiebel 2003; Han, Hirshleifer, and Walden 2018; Kogan, Moskowitz, and Niessner 2021). See Goyal (2007) and
Bikhchandani et al. (2021) for reviews of the theoretical models. Whether social interactions enhance or reduce
information efficiency likely depends on the nature of interactions and the heterogeneity of preferences (Bala and
Goyal 2001) and, therefore, is an empirical question.
4
For industry report, see “The social economy: unlocking value and productivity through social technologies,”
McKinsey Global Institute, July 2012 Report.
5
Source:
“More Americans are getting their News from Social Media,” Forbes, October 11,
2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/petersuciu/2019/10/11/more-americansare-getting-their-news-from-social-
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more susceptible to the problem of information overload (see, e.g., Hemp 2009); and therefore
tend to ignore signals that are less salient and are more likely to be influenced by the opinion
or actions of their online peers (see, e.g., Che and Hörner 2018; Sunder et al. 2019). Hence,
online social interactions are more likely to generate a snowball-like feedback effect in directing
attention, transmitting information, opinions, and ideas, and in developing a significantly larger
real impact than traditional networks.
We test the hypothesis using a unique dataset obtained by parsing the web content of Kickstarter, the world’s largest rewards-based crowdfunding platform. Founded on April 28, 2009,
the platform has involved more than 19 million unique backers (i.e., individuals who invest in
a project) and funded 194,746 projects as of January 8, 2021, raising $4.98 billion in total.6
Financing for early-stage entrepreneurs is often a challenge due to their lack of collateral and
uncertain cash flows. The challenge is even more significant for entrepreneurs who engage in
creative projects (e.g., non-standardized commodities and highly creative artistic works) whose
produced value depends on consumers’ subjective tastes. Kickstarter significantly mitigates
demand uncertainty by enabling entrepreneurs to contract with consumers before the product
is produced, and it has emerged as the most popular crowdfunding platform for early-stage,
high-tech entrepreneurs.7 Understanding how online social networks affect crowdfunding decisions on Kickstarter, therefore, provides important insights into the issue of market design in
entrepreneurial finance.
We design our analysis of social networks following the emerging literature that uses newly
available, comprehensive, and representative Facebook data to study economic decisions (e.g.,
Bailey et al. 2018a). We use the Social Connectedness Index (SCI) to measure the online
social networks at the county-pair level. This measure is based on aggregated and anonymized
county-pair friendship links on Facebook, which is the world’s largest online social networking
service, with 243 million active users in the United States and Canada as of December 2018.
media/56881a693e17.
6
Source: https://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats?ref=global-footer (accessed on Jan 8, 2021). A project is
launched when its campaign page is posted by a creator and it goes live on Kickstarter. A project is funded
successfully when it meets the funding goal by the prespecified deadline.
7
See
for
example,
“Top
4
Advantages
of
a
Successful
Kickstarter
Campaign”
(https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/354551) and “From Eric the robot to Dorothy’s slippers: 10 years
of Kickstarter” (https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/04/eric-the-robot-dorothys-slippers-10years-of-kickstarter-perry-chen).
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Facebook’s immense scale, excellent market penetration, and high popularity make the SCI a
desirable proxy that comprehensively measures online social networks between U.S. counties
(Bailey et al., 2018a,b, 2019b).
Using the Facebook and Kickstarter data, we construct two key social network variables that
can contribute to a backer’s funding decisions. The first variable, Peer Effects, corresponds to
the funding of the project by backers’ social network peers and is defined as the average funding
across all counties (except the backer county), weighted by their SCI with the backer county.
This formulation of peer influences is consistent with the DeGroot model (DeGroot, 1974) that
has been widely adopted in models of social learning.8 Peer Effects takes a high value if a
project receives popular support among the focal backer’s social peers. A backer is more likely
to hear about the project through social interactions and, therefore, to include the project in
her decision set.
The second measure is Social Ties, which is defined as the number of Facebook friendship
links between the backer and the project counties relative to the total friendship links of the
backer county. Social Ties captures the intensity of social interactions between a backer county
and a project county and can potentially mediate the backer’s information access to the project
county and contribute to the backer’s decisions.
We first estimate panel regressions of backer county support (Support) for a project and find
that backers disproportionately invest more in projects that their social network friends support
(stronger Peer Effects) and in projects from counties to which they are socially connected (higher
Social Ties). Economically, a one standard deviation increase in Peer Effects increases Support
by a substantial 50% relative to the mean, and the same one standard deviation increase in
Social Ties increases Support by 11.2%. The results suggest that online social networks’ peer
effects and the social ties between regions play a crucial role in individual backers’ decisions in
crowdfunding markets, consistent with a “snowball” effect of social networks on crowdfunding.
We take several steps to address the omitted variables concern that our findings could be
driven by factors related to unobserved county characteristics or shared preferences correlated
with our social network measures. A project or a backer’s location could be associated with
hidden advantages, qualities, or skills that might affect the funding likelihood. We alleviate
8

See Jackson (2010) for a review.
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such concerns by using a rich set of fixed effects: Project fixed effects, Backer County×Time
fixed effects, and Backer County× Project Subcategory fixed effects. We also control for the
geographic distance between the backer county and project county and whether the backer and
the project are from the same county.
Regarding the effect of Social Ties, the rich set of controls and fixed effects allow us to exploit
within-project and within-backer county variations across different backer county-project pairs
and therefore help rule out some obvious alternative explanations, which include: 1) projects
of a particular quality or type are more appealing to backers on average, 2) a county’s timevarying characteristics make backers more likely to support Kickstarter projects, 3) a backer’s
preference for particular types of projects tend to cluster in certain regions, and 4) backers tend
to support projects from their home county or geographically close counties. More important,
the estimated coefficients of Social Ties remain stable after including all these effects, suggesting
the limited role omitted variables play in explaining the effect of Social Ties (see Altonji et al.,
2005; Oster, 2019).
Despite the extensive list of controls and fixed effects, there is still the possibility that
Peer Effects captures unobserved shared preferences between backers and their friend counties
that make them all favor certain types of projects (Manski, 1993). To further address this
concern, we follow Kuchler et al. (2021) and exploit an exogenous shock, Hurricane Sandy,
which led to variations in affected counties’ Kickstarter support. Sandy was the fourth-costliest
hurricane in U.S. history. Its landfall in the Mid-Atlantic region on October 22, 2012, resulted in
severe financial loss and life disruption for local residents, causing damages of nearly $70 billion.
We first establish that the Sandy shock generated exogenous reductions in project support
from backers in the affected counties. We then focus on projects and backers from the unaffected
counties and show that the backers who were more exposed to the funding experiences of affected
counties in the past disproportionately reduced their support during the Sandy period. We
further conduct a placebo test by randomly selecting nine states as the pseudo affected regions
and show that the pseudo regions did not exhibit a similar pattern. The evidence therefore
suggests that the link between Peer Effects and funding decisions is causal.
Next, we investigate platform design choices that could contribute to the platform’s ability
to harvest the power of online social networks. Platform choices that improve project quality or
5

the availability and precision of project-specific information alleviate moral hazard and adverse
selection problems and affect investors’ financing incentives (Cumming et al., 2015; Ahlers et al.,
2015; Wei and Lin, 2016; Strausz, 2017; Jiang et al., 2020).9 Motivated by these discussions, we
explore Kickstarter’s rule changes that promote greater information disclosure and hold project
creators more accountable, respectively. We find that the peer effects respond strongly to the
rule changes, with the corresponding coefficient of Peer Effects rising by 44.6% and 23.7%. The
results are consistent with a complementarity between peer effects and project quality. That
is, peer effects increase a project’s visibility to a backer, who then makes funding decisions
based on project-specific information and is more willing to do so on a platform that promotes
transparency and accountability.
Similarly, we explore the interaction between peer effects and social ties and find a substantial
complementarity. A one standard deviation increase in Social Ties increases the impact of
Peer Effects by 49.8%, and a one standard deviation increase in Peer Effects increases the
impact of Social Ties by a whooping 168.3%.
One explanation for the strong complementarity is that peer effects make a project more
visible, which then encourages a backer to extract information from the backer’s social ties with
the project location. To provide more insights into this potential channel, we investigate whether
social ties help transmit information regarding economic conditions of the project location. To
this end, we measure a county’s economic conditions with the unemployment rate and the
education level of the local residents and examine the extent to which social ties mediate the
dissemination of this information.
We first establish that such information is an important determinant of a project’s future
success, yet, due to the informational barriers, may not be readily available to the average
backers. We then show that the funding decisions by backers from regions that share strong
social ties with a project county are more responsive to the county’s economic conditions. Such
backers are less likely to support projects launched in counties under economic distress, despite
the strong support by their friends. The result indicates that strong social ties with the project
county give backers timely access to valuable information and enable them to incorporate the
information into their decisions. Our finding therefore suggests that backers make funding
9

See Cumming and Hornuf (2018) for a literature review on crowdfunding platform design.
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decisions conditional on information they obtain from social ties with the project county and do
not simply follow their peers’ actions, consistent with the social learning hypothesis.
Last, we ask whether the effect of social networks on individual backers’ decisions aggregates
to affect equilibrium resource allocation outcomes in crowdfunding markets. To this end, we
turn to a project-level analysis and examine whether projects launched in counties with higher
social proximity to potential crowdfunding capital and subject to more-positive friend influence
are more likely to achieve funding success.
Specifically, we measure a county’s social proximity to potential Kickstarter funding (SPF ) as
the SCI-weighted average of funding capacity across all other U.S. counties. This measure follows
the insight of Kuchler et al. (2021), who show that a county’s social proximity to institutional
equity capital increases the valuation and stock liquidity of firms headquartered in the county.
Hence, counties with higher SPF are those with higher social connectedness to locations with
high Kickstarter funding capacities. To capture aggregate peer effects, we define APE as the
average of peer effects across all backer counties supporting the project. That is, projects with
higher APE tend to enjoy greater popularity and support among online social network peers.
Using the aggregate measures, we find that projects launched in counties with higher social
proximity to crowdfunding capital and subject to more-positive online peer support are more
successful in obtaining funding. Economically, a one standard deviation increase in SPF and
APE is associated with 5.7% and 20.1% higher success rates, respectively. Further, the peer
effects are larger for backer locations with greater social network centrality. The results are
robust after controlling for project characteristics, county economic conditions, the physical
proximity of the project county to counties with high Kickstarter funding capacity, and the
project county’s social proximity to institutional equity capital (Kuchler et al., 2021). Overall,
our results suggest that social connections and online friend influences have substantial real
impacts on resource allocations in crowdfunding markets.
This paper directly contributes to the emerging literature (Bailey et al., 2018a,b, 2019c,
2020) that uses newly available comprehensive Facebook data to investigate the influence of
social interactions in shaping economic decisions. We focus on the crowdfunding markets, where
the economic impact of online social networks on investments is substantially larger than that
of the traditional networks and where entrepreneurs shunned from the traditional financing
7

channels could benefit significantly from smart regulations and platform designs that harvest
the power of online social networks.
This paper also joins recent papers on the role of innovative information technology in
capital allocation. For example, Tang (2019), Vallee and Zeng (2019), and De Roure et al.
(2019) discuss the role of peer-to-peer (P2P) lending relative to the traditional banking system,
Berg et al. (2020) show that digital footprints generate valuable information for credit screening,
and Fuster et al. (2021) investigate the distributional consequences of adopting machine learning
models in credit markets. Our finding is that online social networks play a crucial role in these
new markets.
Prior literature on social networks and fintech marketplaces tends to focus on the social
ties between the suppliers of capital and those that seek funding. For example, studies have
examined social ties between lenders and borrowers in P2P lending marketplaces (Lin et al.,
2013; Agrawal et al., 2014; Lin and Viswanathan, 2015) and the effects of entrepreneur social
capital in crowdfunding (Mollick, 2014; Ahlers et al., 2015; Kaur and Gera, 2017; Butticè et al.,
2017; Lin and Pursiainen, 2020). We jointly analyze social ties and peer effects, showing that
the influences of peer effects are distinctly different from and substantially larger than those of
social ties and that the two effects are complementary.10
More broadly, our paper joins a growing body of literature in economics that explores the
importance of social networks and geographic locations on economic outcomes. While the previous studies of social networks and stock investment decisions focus on a specific set of individual
market participants,11 a growing literature focuses on the equilibrium effects of social networks.
For example, Dougal et al. (2018) find that firms located in metropolitan and coastal regions
are often more productive, more innovative, and more valuable than firms in other parts of the
United States because coastal cities offer better amenities that enable them to attract more
10
Other papers in the emerging crowdfunding literature discuss the following topics: the role of platform design
on investor incentives (Hildebrand et al., 2016; Ellman and Hurkens, 2019) and coordination risk (Deb et al.,
2019), mechanism design in the presence of moral hazard and private information (Strausz, 2017), the funding
of early-stage firms (Bernstein et al., 2017), the wisdom of the crowd (Golub and Jackson, 2010; Iyer et al.,
2016; Mollick and Nanda, 2015), and the impact of entrepreneur or project characteristics on funding outcomes
(Bernstein et al., 2017; Gafni et al., 2020; Bapna and Ganco, 2021; Lin and Pursiainen, 2019, 2021). See Cumming
and Hornuf (2018) for a partial review of the related literature.
11
Previous empirical studies on the role of networks in asset pricing include Hong et al. (2005), Cohen et al.
(2008), Baik et al. (2010), Pool et al. (2015), Bernile et al. (2015), Heimer (2016), Ahern (2017), Maturana and
Nickerson (2019), Hong and Xu (2019), and Ouimet and Tate (2020).
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high-skilled workers. Kuchler et al. (2021) find that the geographic structure of a region’s social network influences the allocation of equity capital to local firms. Our findings that social
networks have both economically large and statistically significant impacts on capital allocation
in crowdfunding markets complement these studies and illustrate the rich dimensions through
which geographic locations in the social network affect resource allocation.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we describe our data sources and
variable construction. In Section 3, we model backer decisions and present backer-county level
results. We first present the baseline results, followed by an analysis of the effect of platform
design choices and the interaction between peer effects and social ties. We further discuss
potential economic channels. Section 4 focuses on project funding outcomes and examines
capital allocation implications. Section 5 concludes.

2

Data and Variables
In this section, we discuss how we construct the key variables that characterize Kickstarter

funding and social network effects. The variables and the corresponding definitions are summarized in Table A.1.

2.1

Kickstarter Data

Our unique crowdfunding data is extracted by parsing the website of Kickstarter. We obtain
a sample of 123,130 projects that were launched in the United States between April 2009 through
September 2018.12 For each project, the creator specifies a product or reward, a funding goal,
and a deadline. Potential backers then decide whether and how much they want to pledge to
support the project; the backers only get charged if the project’s funding goal is reached.13
We obtain the following project characteristics: project id, creator id, location, launch date,
12
We focus our main analysis on projects that received positive pledge and exclude those that received $0 pledge
(about 13% of all projects, regardless of creator origins). Projects that receive zero pledge tend to be launched in
less socially-connected counties by first-time creators who are new to the site, have significantly higher funding
goals (i.e. much harder to achieve), and are significantly less likely to be featured by the platform. Appendix
Table A.4 compares projects that received zero pledge with those receiving positive pledge amounts.
13
It is expected that backers will receive the prespecified reward once the project is completed, although
Kickstarter does not provide any guarantee. In addition, we obtain similar results if we exclude the early years
of Kickstarter and focus on the sample period of 2011 through 2018, during which the annual number of projects
launched was greater than 10,000.

9

funding goal, pledges made, status (e.g., successful or failed), currency, whether Kickstarter
recommended the project, and the total number of backers. In addition, Kickstarter classifies
projects into 15 major categories and 169 subcategories that are more granularly defined. Table
A.2 lists the ten most popular subcategories which include product design, tabletop games, short
films, food, and music.
For each project, Kickstarter provides information on the top ten backer cities and the
number of backers in each city. We aggregate cities into the corresponding counties based on
FIPS codes and proxy for a county’s dollar funding amount for a project, F unding, as the
prorated pledge amount for the project times the number of backers in the county.14 We then
define Supporti,p as the amount of support that county i provides for project p relative to the
county’s total Kickstarter funding capacity for a given month:
F undingi,p
.
Supporti,p = P
p F undingi,p

(1)

The scaling accounts for both the time-varying county-level variations in a county’s support for
Kickstarter projects as well as the cross-county variations in the degree of Kickstarter penetration
into a county.
A caveat here is that Kickstarter does not provide information on the number of backers if
the city is outside of the top ten list for a given project. Due to this data limitation, we set
the number of backers to zero for the non-listed counties. Admittedly, this procedure may have
underestimated backer support from some cities, however, we believe these observations would
not significantly affect our results due to their small economic magnitude. The mean number
of backers for the top nine supporting cities is 49 while that of the tenth city is two. The
corresponding estimated mean dollar funding amounts are $4161 and $186, respectively. These
numbers suggest that the amount of support from the nonlisted cities would be substantially
lower than the listed cities, hence the omission would not materially affect our main results.
Nevertheless, we explicitly address this concern in Section 3.1 by including all counties and
14
On the Kickstarter platform, 90% of backers pledge an amount less than $100, and the three most popular
pledge amounts are $25 (18.41%), $50 (13.57%), and $10 (12.12%) (https://www.kickstarter.com/blog/trendsin-pricing-and-duration). In addition, Kickstarter recommends that project creators specify no more than five
reward tiers (https://www.kickstarter.com/help/handbook/rewards), further limiting the pledge amount variability across backers.
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setting the non-listed county supports to zero. We show that our baseline results are robust at
this extensive margin.

2.2

Social Network Variables

We next describe the construction of variables that capture social networks’ impacts on
backer decisions. We measure social connectedness between two counties in the United States
using Facebook’s Social Connectedness Index (SCI ), provided by Bailey et al. (2018a). The
SCI measure, available as of April 2016, is the scaled total number of Facebook friendship links
between any two U.S. counties.15 A survey of Facebook users in 2015 found that Facebook usage
rates among U.S.-based online adults were relatively constant across income groups, education
levels, and race, as well as among urban, rural, and suburban residents (Duggan et al., 2016).
As pointed out by several papers (e.g., Bailey et al. 2018a,b, 2019a,b), networks formed on
Facebook more closely resemble real-world social networks than those of other online platforms,
such as Twitter, where unidirectional links to nonacquaintances are common.
We consider peer effects faced by a backer, which is the extent to which the backer’s social
network friends support the project. Specifically, Peer Effects i,p is the SCI-weighted support of
project p across i’s friend counties:

Peer Effectsi,p =

N
X
j=1

where j 6= i are i’s peer counties and

PSCIi,j
j SCIi,j

SCIi,j
P
∗ Supportj,p ,
j SCIi,j

(2)

captures the relative importance of j in i’s social

network. Supportj,p is county j’s support for project p relative to j’s median monthly total
Kickstarter support over the last six months.16 This formulation of peer influences is motivated
by DeGroot (1974), in which the influence of social peers on an economic agent is a weighted
average of the peer actions. Intuitively, Peer Effects for a county is high if its closely connected
counties increase their relative support for a project.
Next, we measure the social tie between a backer and a project locations, Social Tiesi,k , as
the relative importance of the project county k in the backer county i’s social network:
15

The measure has a maximum value of 1,000,000, which is assigned to the Los Angeles-to-Los Angeles county
pair.
16
Our results are robust when we scale using county j ’s total Kickstarter support for the same month.
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SCIi,k
Social T iesi,k = P
.
k SCIi,k

(3)

A stronger social tie between the backer and the project county thus increases the backer’s
familiarity with the project location and potentially allows better information access. The graph
below provides an illustration of the social network variables. For all the empirical analyses, we
winsorize Peer Effects and Social Ties at the 1% upper tail to mitigate the effects of outliers.
An Illustration of Peer Effects and Social Ties

2.3

Summary Statistics

Table 1 presents summary statistics on key project characteristics. An average project has
a funding goal of $17,475.18, receives pledges of support from around 200 backers, with a total
pledged amount of $15,820.93. An average of 66% of the projects achieve their funding goals in
the given time frame.17 Some notable examples of successfully funded projects include a £3,000
pledge for an early version of Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s popular TV series, Fleabag, and a $300,000
pledge to the Smithsonian to conserve Dorothy’s ruby slippers from the movie, The Wizard of
17
The project success rate in our sample is higher than that listed on Kickstarter official website because of the
following reasons: 1) we focus on projects launched by U.S. creators who tend to be more successful than creators
from other countries, while the Kickstarter statistics include creators from all over the world; 2) our statistics are
based on project that receive positive pledge, whereas the Kickstarter numbers include all projects (about 13% of
projects received 0$ pledge and therefore are considered unsuccessful); 3) our sample period is 2009 through 2018,
where as Kickstarter statistics are current. Due to the 2019-2021 Covid pandemic, the more recently-launched
projects tend to have a lower success rate compared to the pre-pandemic dates.
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Oz.
Figure 1, Panels A and B present heat maps on the number of projects launched and funded
across U.S. counties between 2009 and 2018, respectively, with darker colors corresponding to
more projects. Both figures show that locations on the West Coast, the Northeast Coast, and
the Chicago metropolitan area are more active on Kickstarter compared to other regions. The
three most active counties are Los Angeles, New York, and Cook County, all boasting a highly
diverse and vibrant culture with artists, filmmakers, musicians, designers, and other creative
people.
[Insert Figures 1 here]
Figure 2 zeros in on projects launched in San Francisco, California and presents a heat map of
cumulative support (in dollars) provided by counties across the United States between 2009 and
2018. As expected, a lot of support comes from the West Coast counties that are geographically
close to San Francisco. However, support is not solely determined by physical proximity. There
is also a fair amount of support from places on the East Coast, such as New York and Florida.
Appendix Table A.3, Panels A, B, and C list the top creator counties, backer counties, and the
counties supporting projects launched in San Francisco, respectively.
Overall, the figures display substantial geographic variations, showing that two adjacent
counties can have very different levels of project support pledged, launched, and funded, respectively. Such variations help us distinguish between the effects of physical proximity and social
proximity on crowdfunding.
[Insert Figure 2 here]

3

Social Networks and Backer Funding Decisions
In this section, we investigate how backers’ funding decisions are related to their social con-

nectedness with the region where the projects are launched from and influenced by the funding
activities of their social network friends. We conduct analysis at the backer county-project pair
level and first present OLS panel regression results. We address the omitted variables concern
for the effect of Social ties using a rich set of fixed effects as well as the geographic proximity
13

between the backer and project counties. For peer effects, we provide identification by exploiting the Hurricane Sandy shock that created exogenous variations in friend counties’ support for
a project. We then examine how social networks’ effects are moderated by Kickstarter platform design choices. Finally, we explore the interaction between social ties and peer effects and
investigate whether social networks transmit information.

3.1

Panel Regression Analysis

In the baseline specification, we model the extent to which a county’s support for a project
depends on its social connectedness with the project county and the funding activities of its
social network friends. Specifically, we estimate the following regression:

Supporti,p = β1 Peer Effectsi,p + β2 Social Tiesi,k + γXi,p + i,p,t ,

(4)

where Supporti,p is focal county i’s relative funding allocated to project p from county k. The
variables of interest are Peer Effectsi,p , i’s social peers’ support of p, and Social T iesi,k , i’s social
ties with the project county k. Xi,p includes a rich set of fixed effects, listed as follows: Project
fixed effects,18 Backer County × Time fixed effects, Backer County × Project Subcategory fixed
effects, and an indicator variable for whether the backer and the creator are from the same
county. Moreover, we follow Kuchler et al. (2021) and control for the geographic distance
between county pairs using 100-tile dummies that correspond to the physical distance between
the backer and the project counties based on the 2010 U.S. Census.19 In all our regression
analyses, we compute double-clustered standard errors by the project subcategories and by time
to account for potential correlations in the error term for projects that belong to the same
subcategory or that launched during the same month.20
Including this set of fixed effects allows us to account for multiple alternative channels that are
related to project or backer county characteristics. Specifically, the Project fixed effects capture
18

The average duration of a project is about one month; hence, the Project fixed effects are largely equivalent
to the Project × Time fixed effects.
19
Our results remain similar if we use a logarithm of the physical distance. The advantage of using the 100-tile
dummies is that it allows for a more flexible functional form to account for the potentially non-linear relationship
between physical distance and funding decisions. In further robustness checks, presented in Appendix Table A.6,
we exclude projects from the same county or state and obtain qualitatively similar results.
20
We use alternative two-way clustering by Backer County × Time and Project County × Time, and the results
remain very similar.
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any attributes of the project that make it more appealing to all backers. Hence, our results
can only be driven by variations within the same project across different backer counties. The
Backer County × Time fixed effects account for time-varying backer county characteristics or
preferences toward crowdfunding that could contribute to their willingness to support a project.
In addition, the Backer County × Project Subcategory fixed effects capture omitted variables
related to a backer’s preference for particular types of projects that tend to cluster in certain
locations. And finally, the same-county dummy and geographic distance controls account for
a backer’s tendency to support projects from the backer’s home county or counties that are
geographically close. Therefore, these controls go a long way toward mitigating endogeneity
concerns regarding the effects of Social Ties and Peer Effects. We include these sets of fixed
effects for all subsequent analyses of backer decisions.
We estimate Eq. (4) using OLS panel regressions and present results in Table 2. Columns (1)
and (2) introduce Peer Effects and Social Ties one at a time, with the same-county dummy and
Project- and Backer County × Time fixed effects. Column (3) includes both Peer Effects and
Social Ties. In columns (4) and (5), we first add the Backer County × Project Subcategory fixed
effects and then include the 100-tile distance dummies. The positive and significant coefficients
of Peer Effects across all specifications suggest that a county’s support for a project is highly
positively correlated with its social network friends’ support for the project. The coefficient
on Social Ties is also positive and highly significant, suggesting that backers are more likely to
support a project when it is launched in a more closely connected county.
We illustrate the economic magnitude of the coefficients based on estimates in Table 2,
column (5). A one standard deviation increase of 0.029 in Peer Effects increases Support by
0.048 ( = 1.6537*0.029), or 50% relative to its mean of 0.096 and 21.2% relative to its standard
deviation. The results show that a backer’s decision to fund a project is strongly positively
correlated with the decisions of the backer’s social network peers. Similarly, when Social Ties
increases by one standard deviation, Support increases by 11.2% ( = 0.0872*0.123/0.096) relative
to its mean of 0.096 and 4.7% relative to its standard deviation of 0.226. This result indicates
that the backers are more likely to fund projects from locations to which the backer county has
strong social ties.21 The large economic magnitudes of peer effects and social ties are consistent
21

In our analyses, we have taken Peer Effects as given and focus on its impact on focal county support decisions.
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with the “snowball” effect of online social networks on crowdfunding markets that anecdotal
evidence has eluded to.
Furthermore, the stability of both coefficients to the incremental addition of controls and
fixed effects across the specifications reduces the likelihood that omitted unobserved characteristics confound our analysis (see Altonji et al., 2005; Oster, 2019). The findings suggest that
potential omitted variables such as project or backer county characteristics, backers’ preference
toward specific categories, physical proximity, or home bias are unlikely to explain our findings.
[Insert Table 2 here]
Our analysis of backer support so far is conducted for counties with positive support for
a project, hence focuses on the intensive margin at the county level.22 We also examine the
extensive margin by including all possible backer county-project combinations (more than 56
million), conditional on 1) the county has been active in Kickstarter support in the past consecutive 6 months and 2) the median value of its monthly support is equal to or greater than
$500.23 Because the zero-imputed sample distribution is heavily left censored, for which 98.8%
of the observations have zero Supporti,p , we estimate Eq. (4) using Poisson Pseudo Maximum
Likelihood (PPML) regressions following Kuchler et al. (2021).24
Results are presented in Table A.5 and are qualitatively similar, with the impact of Peer Effects
substantially larger. We caution that the coefficients in Tables 2 and A.5 are not directly comparable, as the distributions of the dependent variable are substantially different–with a severe
left censoring and a kurtosis of 1815.94 for the latter sample. Nevertheless, these results are
consistent with the results in Table 2, confirming that social ties and peer effects are strongly
positively associated with backer funding decisions. For the rest of our analyses, we focus on
As discussed, the extent to which a peer county supports a project can be driven by several factors including the
peer county’s social ties with a project county, the preference of the county’s residents toward particular types
of projects, etc. Hence, the peer effects on decisions in the focal county may also reflect an indirect effect of the
social ties between the peer county and project county.
22
Note that the county-level intensive margin should be interpreted broadly, as the county-level measures is
an aggregation of the individual support decisions, both at the intensive margin and at the extensive margin for
individual backers.
23
$500 corresponds to the 25th percentile of the entire support distribution. This filter makes sure that the
newly-included zero support counties are actually active players on Kickstarter, not the ones that never backed
projects on the site and hence are irrelevant to our analyses. We also tried including all zero-support counties
and obtained qualitatively similar results.
24
The PPML specification is widely used in the international trade literature, which also faces a left-censoring
of trade flows between countries (see the discussion in Silva and Tenreyro, 2006).
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counties for which the support for a project is positive in order to focus on the intensive margin
to provide more insights on what drives the funding decisions across projects from different
locations.

3.2

A Natural Experiment: Hurricane Sandy

As discussed in subsection 3.1, the rich set of controls that we introduce has largely alleviated
the omitted variables problem for the relationship between social ties and funding decisions.
However, the endogeneity concern remains for the peer effects. There is still a possibility that a
focal county’s support for a project is positively correlated to that of its friend counties due to
unobserved characteristics, such as a shared taste between the two counties for a particular type
of project (Manski, 1993, 1995). Therefore, we follow Kuchler et al. (2021) and use Hurricane
Sandy as a temporary shock to create exogenous variations in Kickstarter funding across different
regions in the United States.
Sandy’s landing in late October 2012 caused damages of nearly $70 billion to East Coastbased counties and presents a unique opportunity to establish a causal link between friend
funding activities and a focal county’s funding decisions. In particular, in the weeks during
and shortly after Sandy, backers in the affected counties likely suffered financial losses and life
disruptions. They would be less likely to pay attention to and fund new Kickstarter projects
launched during that period, and therefore reduced their support of Kickstarter projects. If peer
effects are an important determinant of funding decisions, we would expect that focal counties
that are more connected to the affected counties (higher SCI) be more sensitive to the affected
counties’ support reductions, and therefore reduce their support more during Hurricane Sandy.
As in Kuchler et al. (2021), We define the areas affected by Sandy to be the Mid-Atlantic
states (NY, NJ, CT, DC, PA, DE, MD, VA, and WV) and focus on the sample period of January
2012 through July 2013. In our regressions, we exclude all backer- or project-counties located
in the eastern states in the U.S.25 to avoid any spurious results on focal backer county support
due to geographic spillovers.
We first establish that affected regions significantly reduced their support of Kickstarter
25

Eastern states include Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Washington,
Virginia, and West Virginia.
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projects launched in non-affected regions during the Sandy period. Appendix Table A.7 presents
results and shows that an affected county’s support fell by 6.3% during Sandy relative to its
pre-shock mean support level (0.0477).26 The results therefore confirm that the Sandy shock
generated exogenous reductions in project support from backers in the MA areas.
Next, we investigate whether support levels of backer counties that had more exposure to the
MA region’s funding experiences in the past fell more during Hurricane Sandy. Our empirical
specification is as follows:

Supporti,p = λ1 Social Tiesi,k + λ2 Affected Ratioi ∗ I(Sandy)t + γXi,p + i,p,t ,

(5)

where Supporti,p is focal county i’s relative funding allocated to project p. Social T iesi,k measures the social ties between the focal county i and project county k. I(Sandy)t is an indicator
variable that equals to one during the Sandy period, defined as October, 2012 to November,
2012. Similar to Kuchler et al. (2021), we define Affected Ratioi as the SCI-weighted Kickstarter funding by i’s Mid-Atlantic peer counties, divided by the SCI-weighted funding by all i’s
peers:
P
Af f ected Ratioi =

l∈M id−Atlantic P astF undingl

P

j

∗ SCIi,l

P astF undingj ∗ SCIi,j

,

(6)

where P astF undingl represents peer county l’s past six-month median dollar support on Kickstarter as of January, 2012. In other words, Affected Ratioi,p measures the cross-sectional variations in a backer county’s exposure to the peer crowdfunding activities in the affected area.
As in Eq. (4), the vector Xi,p includes a rich set of fixed effects, listed as follows: Project fixed
effects, Backer County × Time fixed effects, Backer County × Project Subcategory fixed effects.
We also include three alternative measures of the distance between a backer county and the
project county: 1) Same County dummy, 2) Distance100Tile dummies, and 3) log(Distance +
1).27
Table 3 displays the results. Columns (1) to (3) use the three alternative distance measures
respectively. The variable of interest is λ2 , which captures whether the cross-sectional variations
26

We control for the distance between a backer county and the project county using 1) Same County dummy,
2) Distance100Tile dummies, and 3) log(Distance + 1). We also include Backer County × Project Subcategory
fixed effects and P roject fixed effects.
27
The stand-along Affected Ratioi,p term is absorbed by the Backer County × Time fixed effects.
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in exposure to the crowdfunding capital in the affected counties correlates with the backer’s
support decisions. Across the different specifications, λ2 is negative and significant, highlighting
that the support level of backer counties with higher Affected Ratio dropped more during the
Sandy period compared to the support levels of other backer counties. The economic magnitude
of the effect is substantial: take Column (2) for example, backer counties with a one-standarddeviation higher Affected Ratio experienced a 9.3% (=0.039*0.204/0.085) additional reduction
in their support levels relative to its sample mean of 0.085.
[Insert Table 3 here]
The results therefore show that the negative shocks to the affected areas’ funding activities
lead to a more substantial reduction in the funding activities from counties that have higher
exposure to the affected peer areas’ crowdfunding activities. The findings suggest that the
positive association between peer effects and funding decisions that we find in Section 3.1 is
likely to be causal and not driven by shared preferences of the focal and friend counties towards
a particular project.
We further conduct a placebo test for peer effects by randomly selecting nine states to be the
pseudo affected regions and re-run the same regressions as in Table 3. The result, summarized
in Table 4, shows that a backer county’s exposure to these pseudo affected counties did not
change the county’s project support levels, further validating our Sandy shock results. Together
with the extensive list of fixed effects that substantially reduce alternative channels, our analyses
suggest that both the peer effects and social ties have large and significant economic impacts on
the funding decisions in crowdfunding markets.
[Insert Table 4 here]

3.3

Social Networks and Platform Design

Having established the role of social networks in facilitating backers’ funding decisions, we
next investigate how platform design choices influence the effect of social networks on crowdfunding marketplaces.
We explore two platform design changes that created variations in the availability of project
information disclosure and the quality of projects. The first is Kickstarter’s September 21, 2012
19

voluntary disclosure rule change that asked entrepreneurs to discuss the risks and challenges
related to their projects on their campaign pages. Madsen and McMullin (2020) find that
the introduction of the rule significantly reduced information asymmetry within the platform.
The second is the September 20, 2014 site-wide policy change that clarified and strengthened
entrepreneurs’ obligation to provide backers with the promised rewards. Those who fail to fulfill
the promises made in their projects could be subject to legal action by the backers. Lin and
Pursiainen (2020) show that the rule change mitigated moral hazard concerns.
The platform rule changes, therefore, created variations in project specific information and
resulted in a reduction in project uncertainty and an increase in the expected payoff, respectively. Examining how platform changes moderate the effect of peer effects and social ties on
funding decisions hence provide insights into whether these two social networks’ effects are complementary to, in substitution of, or independent of, the project specific information provided
by the platform.
We modify Eq. (4) and estimate the following equation of focal county support for a project:
Supporti,p = β1 Peer Effectsi,p + β2 Social Tiesi,k + β3 Peer Effectsi,p ∗ PlatDesignt

(7)

+ β4 Social Tiesi,k ∗ PlatDesignt + γXi,p + i,p,t ,
where the indicator variable PlatDesignt corresponds to one of the platform design indicators,
Disclosure or MoralHazard. Disclosure corresponds to the voluntary disclosure rule change and
equals one after September 2012 and zero otherwise. M oralHazard corresponds to the policy
change that alleviated the moral hazard concerns and equals one after September, 2014 and zero
otherwise.
[Insert Table 5 here]
Table 5 presents the results of panel regression analysis. Columns (1) and (2) show that the
interaction terms of Peer Effects with the Disclosure and MoralHazard dummies are positive
and significant, at 0.5300 and 0.3498, respectively. Economically, the rule changes increased
the impact of friends’ influence by 44.6% and 23.7%, respectively, when evaluated at the corresponding baseline effects for Peer Effects. The result shows that the peer effects, that is,
backers’ tendency to support the projects that their social network friends support, is more
20

substantial with a better platform design that promotes greater information disclosure and that
holds creators more accountable.28
The findings, therefore, suggest that the effect of friend influences are complementary to the
project-level information that the platform provides. The result can be driven by the following
channel. First, as motivated in the introduction, backers have limited attention and can not
attend to all projects on the platform (for a similar argument for stock investors, see Merton
1987). Strong peer support of a project through a word-of-mouth effect directs attention and
increases a potential backer’s awareness of the project, which is a necessary precondition for
a backer to take any actions. Once the project is in the backer’s choice set, the backer then
processes the available information provided by the platform and makes support decisions. In
this way, the peer effects and the better platform design choices are mutually enhancing and a
more transparent platform with greater accountability can help maximize the beneficial role of
social networks’ peer effects.
Turning to the effect of backer-project county social ties, Table 5 shows that the coefficients of
Social Ties remain significant across both columns, but its interactions with the platform design
dummies are insignificant, suggesting that the effect of the Social Ties tends to be independent
of the quality of the project-specific information and may convey a different set of information.
In the analysis that follows, we further explore the interaction between peer effects and social
ties and investigate the nature of information that social ties may convey.

3.4

The Interaction of Social Ties and Peer Effects

This subsection explores the interaction between the backer-project social ties and the peer
effects. We examine whether the two social interaction dimensions are complements, substitutes,
or independent of each other. Specifically, we modify Eq. (4) to estimate the following panel
28
Since the disclosure rule change took place on September 2012–one month before Hurricane Sandy–one concern
is that our findings in Section 3.2 Table 3 might be driven by the disclosure rule change. That is, the rule change
might have a similar effect as Sandy in reducing the Kickstarter support by backers from the Mid-Atlantic states
(as we have shown in Table A.7) and therefore contributed to the reduction in the support by backers from
counties that are more exposed to the Mid-Atlantic states. We note that the two shocks are distinctly different–
the disclosure rule change is a permanent shock whereas the Sandy shock is temporary. To see this, we replicate
the first stage regression analysis in Table A.7 by replacing I(Sandy) with Disclosure for the full sample period
of April 2009 through September 2018. The result, reported in Table A.8, shows that the rule change resulted in
a permanent increase in the level of support by backers from Mid-Atlantic states, therefore suggesting that our
findings in Section 3.2 are not driven by the rule change.
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regression:

Supporti,p = β1 Peer Effectsi,p + β2 Social Tiesi,k

(8)

+ β3 Peer Effectsi,p ∗ Social Tiesi,k + γXi,j + i,p,t .
The variable of interest is β3 , which captures the interaction effect between social ties and peer
effects.
Table 6 shows the baseline results, where we see that the joint effect of social ties and
friends’ influence is positive and statistically significant at 3.8479. Given the standard deviation of Social Ties of 0.123 and the estimated baseline effect of Peer Effects of 0.9496, a one
standard deviation increase in Social Ties increases the impact of Peer Effects by 49.8% ( =
3.8479*0.123/0.9496). Conversely, when Peer Effects increases by one standard deviation, the
effect of Social Ties rises by 168.3% ( = 3.8479*0.029/0.0663) given the standard deviation of
Peer Effects of 0.029 and the estimated baseline effect of Social Ties of 0.0663.
Overall, the result suggests that peer effects and the social ties with the project counties
interact in a manner that substantially enhances one another: a backer is more likely to follow
their social network friends’ funding of a project if the location of the backer has strong social ties
to the location of the project. Similarly, a backer’s tendency to fund a project from connected
regions increases with their friend support for the project.
The complementary nature of the two forces of social interactions provides a potential explanation for the “snowball” effect of social networks on crowdfunding. Stronger peer effects
increase a potential backer’s awareness of the project, out of the thousands projects that are
live on the crowdfunding platform simultaneously. Once the project is in the backer’s choice
set, the backer then processes relevant information both provided by the platform and through
her social ties to the project county to finalize her funding decision. Stronger social ties with
the project county help reduce project uncertainty, thereby facilitating a stronger support from
the backer. And once the backer decided to support the project, her backing behavior in turn
serves as a peer effect to her social network friends who haven’t pledged yet. They are thus more
likely to become aware of the same project and go through a similar reasoning process. Since
the marginal cost of the word-of-mouth peer effects is virtually zero for online social networks,
the “snowball”, therefore, grows quickly and substantially larger than that of the traditional
22

networks.
[Insert Table 6 here]

3.5

Information Transmission

Our findings so far suggest that social ties between project and backer locations may transmit
valuable information about a project. To dive deeper into this potential channel, we examine
information regarding economic conditions in project locations and investigate whether social
ties mediate backers’ sensitivity to such information.
We consider county-level information that may be useful in predicting a project’s future
funding success, namely, the unemployment rate (U nemply) and the share of people older than
25 without a college degree (N oCollege). The unemployment rate captures the degree to which a
county is under economic distress: higher rates suggest that projects launched in these locations
are riskier and thus are less attractive to potential backers. Likewise, projects from counties
that have a larger share of unskilled labor are likely to be less developed. We propose that these
time-varying county-level variables help predict the likelihood of a project’s funding success and
therefore a backer’s ability to timely incorporate such county-level information would facilitate
better decision making.
We first confirm the relevance of these county-level variables by regressing project funding
success on the same-year estimates of U nemply and N oCollege. We control for project characteristics and project county and project subcategory fixed effects and present the results in
Appendix Table A.9. It shows that both county-level variables are associated with a project’s
future success: projects launched in counties with higher rates of unemployment or whose residents are less educated are less likely to be funded successfully. Economically, a one standard
deviation increase in U nemply and N oCollege reduces funding success by 11.8% and 34.8%,
respectively.29
Despite the potential importance of these variables, such information could be costly to
obtain in a timely fashion, especially for backers lacking financial sophistication or with limited
29

The calculations are based on the mean project success rate of 0.66 and the standard deviations of 0.0226
and 0.0521, for U nemply and N oCollege, respectively.
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resources.30 We test whether social networks transmit information by estimating the following
regression:
Supporti,p = β1 Social Tiesi,k ∗ Distressedk,t + β2 Peer Effectsi,p ∗ Social Tiesi,k ∗ Distressedk,t
+ β3 Social Tiesi,k + β4 Peer Effectsi,p + β5 Peer Effectsi,p ∗ Distressedk,t
+ +β6 Peer Effectsi,p ∗ Social Tiesi,k + γXi,p + i,p,t ,
(9)
where Distressedk,t corresponds to project county k’s condition proxies in year t: annual estimates of the unemployment rate (U nemply) and no college rate (N oCollege), respectively. The
key coefficients of interests are β1 and β2 . If social ties transmit information about economic
conditions of the project county, backers with close social ties to project counties would be
more likely to learn about project county-level economic conditions before such information is
reflected in public economic statistics, which is often released with a time lag. Therefore, we
would expect both variables to be negative. Xi,p contains the list of control variables and fixed
effects as defined in Eq. (4).
We estimate Eq. (9) with panel regressions and present the results in Table 7. The coefficients of Social Tiesi,k ∗Distressedk,t are negative across both columns and are statistically significant when Distressed is measured as U nemply and N oCollege, indicating that social networks
increase funding sensitivity to the county-level information. Economically, when a county’s unemployment rate increases by one standard deviation, backers in the highest Social Ties decile
reduce their support by 7.7% more than backers in the lowest decile.31 Similarly, a one standard
deviation increase in the no college rate causes a higher reduction in support from the high
Social Ties backers than from the low Social Ties backers, by 15.2%.
Turning to the triple interaction term, the coefficient is negative and significant for both
columns, indicating that Peer Effects are weaker when backers are more closely connected to a
distressed project county. Economically, the coefficient of -32.29 in column (1) indicates that
when a project county experiences a one standard deviation increase in the unemployment rate,
30
Most Kickstarter backers are young people making less than $60,000 a year (source:
https://artofthekickstart.com/crowdfunding-demographics-kickstarter-project-statistics).
nemply)
31
The change in economic magnitude for the highest Social Ties decile backers is −1.2219∗90th SCI∗Std(U
.
0.0965
−1.2219∗10th SCI∗Std(U nemply)
Similarly, the change for the lowest Social Ties decile is
. The difference between the
0.0965
two is 8.9%. Economic magnitude for N oCollege is obtained similarly.
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backers in the highest Social Ties decile discount their friends’ influence by 28.9% more than
those in the lowest decile. Similarly, the coefficient of -33.98 in column (2) shows that a one
standard deviation increase in the project county’s no college rate makes the high Social Ties
backers discount friends’ influence by 93.7% more than those with low Social Ties.32
[Insert Table 7 here]
Overall, our results are consistent with social learning and suggest that social ties help disseminate relevant county-level information, thus allowing backers to condition funding decisions
on such information.

4

Equilibrium Implications on Projects’ Funding Success
Our analyses in Section 3 have established that online social networks significantly impact

a backer’s decision of funding a project. One could argue that such relationships at the backer
county-project level may be idiosyncratic and can be largely eliminated when aggregated across
backers, hence irrelevant for real resource allocation outcomes in equilibrium. Therefore, an
important question is whether social networks’ effects on individual backer decisions still matter
when aggregated.
In this section, we thus focus on social networks’ equilibrium implications on a project’s
funding success. We first describe how we construct aggregate social network variables to characterize regions with higher social proximity to potential funding and projects that are subject
to more positive online friend influence. We then turn to project-level analysis and examine
whether the aggregate social network measures contribute to a project’s funding success.

4.1

Key Variables

Kickstarter deems a project as successful if it reaches its funding goal by the prespecified
deadline, enabling the creator to receive actual funding from the backers. If the funding goal
is not met, the backers are not charged and the project is considered a failure. Although
32
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−32.29∗90th SCI∗Std(U nemply)
.
0.6353−32.29∗90th SCI∗mean(U nemply)+6.4193∗90th SCI
−32.29∗10th SCI∗Std(U nemply)
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Economic

Kickstarter does not provide data on whether the entrepreneur delivers the promised reward,
there is evidence that a project’s funding success is highly correlated with the delivery of the
reward (Mollick and Kuppuswamy, 2014) and the project’s future potential.33 As shown in
Table 1, about 66% of projects are successfully funded by the deadline.
For each project, we introduce two aggregate social network variables that are analogous to
the peer effect and social ties variables examined in Section 3. The first variable, aggregate peer
influence for a project, AP Ep , reflects the aggregate peer influence for the project and is defined
as the mean of Peer Effects jp across all counties (j ∈ J) that back the project.
The second variable is motivated by Kuchler et al. (2021), who measure a firm’s social proximity to potential institutional investors’ equity capital and show that the measure is positively
associated with a firm’s institutional ownership, valuation, and stock liquidity. We capture a
county’s social proximity to crowdfunding capital with SPFk,t , defined as the connectednessweighted total Kickstarter funding capacity across all potential backer counties:

SP Fk,t =

X

SCIkj ∗ Capacityj,t ,

(10)

j

where SCIkj is the friendship probability between project county k and backer county j (scaled
by both county populations and then multiplied by 1012 )34 and Capacityj,t is backer county j’s
median total dollar funding on Kickstarter over the prior six months. A project has high SPF
if it is launched in counties that are socially connected to regions with high Kickstarter funding
capacities.
Figure 3 presents a heat map of the median SP F across U.S. project counties between 2009
and 2018, with darker colors corresponding to higher socially-connected Kickstarter funding
33

First, crowdfunding benefits an entrepreneur in obtaining seed capital, which makes future fundraising
easier as many lenders and backers favor entrepreneurs with a proven history of business success (see, e.g.,
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/354551). Second, the crowdfunding experience enables entrepreneurs to
receive valuable early feedback (Chemla and Tinn 2020b) and early users on online platforms have a systematic
and persistent impact on a startup’s future growth and VC financing (Cao et al. 2020). This evidence suggests
that crowdfunding experience contributes to a project’s potential. Third, projects with funding success tend
to receive greater social exposure, which gives start-ups credibility in the marketplace. More generally, recent
studies suggest that crowd wisdom is highly correlated with experts’ opinions (Mollick and Nanda, 2015) and
that crowd-based resources and digital footprints generate valuable information that facilitates the prediction of
returns and firm fundamentals (Chen et al., 2014; Green et al., 2019) and credit screening and default (Iyer et al.,
2016; Berg et al., 2020; Agarwal et al., 2020; Fuster et al., 2021).
34
The scaling follows the construction of social proximity to institutional capital (SPC) in Kuchler et al. (2021).
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capacities. Top five counties include New York, NY, San Francisco, CA, Charlottesville City,
VA, Washington DC, and Kings, NY. A full list of top 20 counties are in Appendix Table A.10.

4.2

Project Funding Success

We then estimate the following equation using panel regressions of funding success on APE
and SPF :
Successk,p = β1 log(SP Fk,t ) + β2 log(AP Ep ) + γXk,p + k,p,t ,

(11)

where Successk,p is a dummy that takes a value of one if project p launched by project county
k is successfully funded, and zero otherwise. Xk,p includes a set of controls that could affect
the funding success rate. Specifically, ln(F undingGoal) is the logarithm of the dollar amount a
project creator aims to raise and F eatured is an indicator variable that equals one if the project is
recommended by Kickstarter, and zero otherwise. In addition, we include the following contemporaneous county-level controls and fixed effects to account for county-level variables that could
contribute to project success: the monthly number of projects launched (N um P rojects),35
Project State × Time fixed effects and Project Subcategory fixed effects, unemployment rate
(U nemply), and the share of people older than 25 without a college degree (N oCollege).36
We present the estimated results of Eq. (11) in Table 8. Column (1)–(3) focus on the two
features of social networks and include additional fixed effects one at a time. The results show
that the coefficients of both SPF and APE are stable, highly positive, and significant, implying
that both the social proximity to potential crowdfunding capital and more favorable signals from
online social network friends contribute to a project’s funding success.
We then control for a project county’s physical proximity to funding (PPF ), defined as
P Capacityj,t
). SPF and PPF are positively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of
log( j 1+Distance
kj
0.67, which is consistent with the phenomenon that social ties tend to be stronger for counties
that are physically close (Kuchler et al., 2021). On the other hand, APE and PPF are negatively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of -0.20, suggesting that peer effects and physical
35

We control for the demand for funding with the number of projects launched. Counties with high success rate
are more likely to attract more project launches, which may in turn reduce success rates. Therefore the social
network effects that we obtain in equilibrium are likely to be capturing the lower bound of the true impact of
social networks.
36
U nemply and N oCollege are the annual estimates obtained from the American Community Survey (ACS).
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proximity to funding are distinctly different.
Table 8 Column (4) presents the result controlling for PPF and shows that all three variables
are positive and significant. Economically, a one standard deviation increase in log(SPF) and
log(APE) increases the project success rate by 5.7% ( = 0.0350*1.1197/0.6887) and 20.1% (
= 0.0633*2.1840/0.6887) relative to the mean, respectively.37 In comparison, a one standard
deviation increase in PPF increases funding success by 5.6% ( = 0.0228*1.6934/0.6887).
In the last column, we additionally include SP C, obtained from Kuchler et al. (2021) and
covers a period between 2007 and 2016.38 SPF and SPC is positively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.77. Given the high correlation between SPF and SPC, we use an alternative
measure of SPF, which is orthogonalized with respect to SPC. Despite the smaller sample, the
coefficients of SPF and APE remain highly positive and significant.
[Insert Table 8 here]
To further address the concern that the two social network variables may be simply capturing
geographic proximity, in a way that is not accounted for by PPF, we excluding funding from
project states or from within 100 miles of the project county from our analysis. Appendix Table
A.11 presents the results and shows that the coefficient estimates remain similar, confirming that
the effects of social network variables are above and beyond the effects of geographic proximity.39
Overall, the project-level results corroborate the granular analyses at the backer countyproject pair level and show that the effects of social networks on funding decisions aggregate to
affect real funding outcomes in a way that is economically large and not explained by physical
proximity.
In the last part of the paper, we provide some additional evidence on the effect of social
network locations. As shown by the seminal work of Banerjee et al. (2013, 2019), the central
nodes of an information network are more influential in information transmission. Motivated by
this, we examine the social network centrality of backer locations and funding outcomes.40
37
The calculations are based on the mean success rate of 0.6887 and the standard deviation of 1.1197 and 2.1840
for log(SPF) and log(APE), respectively.
38
The inclusion of this additional control reduces the number of observations from 106,668 to 94,353.
39
In addition, we construct an alternative measure of SPF and APE, orthogonalized with respect to PPF and
find that the results remain similar.
40
The importance of project locations has already been captured by the three variables, SPF, SPC, and PPF.
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To this end, we classify backer counties into terciles based on their degree centrality41 and
decompose APE into three components, AP E HighC , AP E M edC , and AP E LowC , defined as the
mean of Peer Effects for backer locations that belong to the high-, medium-, and low-tercile
centrality groups, respectively. To make the measures comparable, we standardize each of the
three measures using the mean and the standard deviation of the corresponding measure. Table
9 presents the results and shows that high-centrality backer counties’ peer effects have the
largest impact on a project’s funding success. Take Column (4) for an example, a one standard
deviation increase in AP E HighC raises project success rate by 9.1% (=0.0628/0.6887), whereas
the corresponding increases are only 1.3% and 0.8% for AP E M edC and AP E LowC , respectively.42
Taken together, our results suggest that social networks not only affect an individual backers’
decisions but also contribute substantially to real economic resource allocation. Our evidence
dovetails with that of Kuchler et al. (2021) and highlights the importance of considering the
social network locations of investors, projects, or firms, offering a possible explanation to why
some regions are more prosperous than others.
[Insert Table 9 here]

5

Conclusion
Crowdfunding has become increasingly popular among entrepreneurs, especially for early-

stage financing. One prominent feature of this new financing vehicle is its heavy reliance on online
social networks. This paper uses novel datasets from Kickstarter and Facebook to empirically
examine the effects of online social networks on crowdfunding markets. We construct measures
that capture two important dimensions of social networks’ effects on backers’ funding decisions
to a project: the backers’ social network peers’ funding of the project and the social ties between
the backers and the project locations.
We find that peer effects and social ties substantially increase the likelihood of project funding and the two effects are complementary. In addition, platform rule changes that promote
41

Our results are robust to using alternative centrality measures such as eigenvector centrality and information
centrality.
42
We conduct a similar decomposition of peer effects at the more granular backer county-project level and
obtain similar results – peer effects from high-centrality counties are strongest in affecting focal backer county’s
funding decisions (Appendix Table A.12).
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transparency and accountability significantly enhance peer effects. Further, social ties modulate
the sensitivity of funding decisions to the information about economic conditions in project locations. Our evidence is consistent with peer effects helping direct backer attention to a project
and social ties transmitting valuable information about the project locations; two effects that
are mutually enhancing in influencing funding decisions.
Finally, the social network effects at the backer-county level aggregate and affect equilibrium
capital allocation—a project’s aggregate peer effects and the project location’s social proximity
to funding substantially increase the project’s future funding success. We establish causality
with a rich set of control variables and fixed effects and by exploiting the Hurricane Sandy
shock. The paper provides insights into the way in which online social networks generate a
“snowball” effect in crowdfunding and sheds light on platform design choices that enable the
platform to harvest the power of online social networks.
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Tables and Figures
Figure 1: Distribution of Projects
This figure shows a heat map of the cumulative number of Kickstarter projects launched and
supported by U.S. counties between 2009 and 2018. Darker colors indicate a higher number of projects.

Panel A: Distribution of Projects Launched

Panel B: Distribution of Projects Supported
38

Figure 2: An Example: Support for Projects Launched in San Francisco, CA
This figure demonstrates a heat map of cumulative support (in USD) provided by U.S. counties
for projects launched in San Francisco County, CA from 2009 to 2018. Darker colors indicate a greater
support amount.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Social Proximity to Funding (SPF)
This figure demonstrates a heat map of the average social proximity to funding (SPF by quintiles) that can be accessed by U.S. project counties between 2009 to 2018. Darker colors indicate higher
socially-connected Kickstarter funding capacities.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
Obs

Mean

Std. Dev

P5

P10

P50

P90

P95

Backer County Variables
SCIi,j
Supporti,p
Peer Effectsi,p
Social Tiesi,k

9462485
788289
788289
786603

7.6
0.096
0.006
0.060

638.518
0.226
0.029
0.123

0.003
0.0002
0
0.0001

0.005
0.0004
0
0.0003

0.096
0.008
0.0004
0.005

2.640
0.290
0.009
0.218

7.481
0.709
0.023
0.398

Project Characteristics
F undingGoal
P ledged
Backers Count
F eatured
Success

123130
123130
123130
123130
121844

17475.18
15820.93
200.246
0.215
0.66

47015.13
51816.12
670.56
0.411
0.474

500
438
12
0
0

700
646.66
14
0
0

6000
3707
55
0
1

35000
28978.5
363
1
1

60000
56793
732
1
1

Project County Characteristics
U nemply (annual:2010–2017)
N oCollege (annual:2010–2017)

25140
25140

0.079
0.153

.036
0.069

0.026
0.064

0.036
0.076

0.075
0.139

0.124
0.247

0.143
0.281

Variable

Notes: This table lists the summary statistics of key measures. SCIi,j is the Facebook Social Connectedness
Index between a backer county i and other counties (Bailey et al. 2018a). Supporti,p is the backer county i’s
monthly dollar funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p is the SCI-weighted
monthly funding of the project by i’s peer counties. Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness between
the backer and the project counties. F undingGoal (in $) is the amount a project creator aims to raise. P ledged
is the actual funding a project receives. Backers Count is the number of backers supporting a project. F eatured
is an indicator that equals one when a project is recommended by Kickstarter staff, and zero otherwise. Success
is an indicator that equals one if the project reaches its funding goal and zero otherwise. U nemply is the annual
estimates of the unemployment rate and N oCollege is the share of population without a college degree, obtained
from the American Community Survey. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions.
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Table 2: Social Networks and Funding Decisions
Dependent Variable
Peer Effects i,p

(1)
1.9935∗∗∗
(0.0588)

Social Tiesi,k
P roject FE
BackerCounty×Time FE
Same CountyDummy
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
Distance100Tile
R-squared
Observations

+
+
+

0.7355
758076

Supporti,p (Panel Regressions)
(2)
(3)
(4)
1.9568∗∗∗ 1.6556∗∗∗
(0.0603)
(0.0506)
0.1244∗∗∗ 0.0650∗∗∗ 0.0656∗∗∗
(0.0091)
(0.0065)
(0.0051)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0.7227
756446

0.7358
756446

0.7837
725948

(5)
1.6537∗∗∗
(0.0542)
0.0872∗∗∗
(0.0072)
+
+
+
+
0.7847
725948

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regression results of social network variables and funding decisions. The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total
Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p is the SCI-weighted monthly funding of project p by i’s peer counties.
Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness between the backer county i and project county k. We include the following fixed effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory.
Same CountyDummy is an indicator variable that equals one if the backer county is the same as the project
county, and zero otherwise. Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile
of the distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable
definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project subcategory and by time. *
p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 3: Peer Effects and Funding Decisions, a Natural Experiment
Dependent Variable
(1)
-0.0400∗∗∗
(0.0122)
0.0228∗∗∗
(0.0083)

Affected Ratio i,p *I(Sandy)
Social Tiesi,k

Supporti,p
(2)
-0.0390∗∗∗
(0.0123)
0.0259∗∗
(0.0104)

ln(Distance + 1)
Same CountyDummy
Distance100Tile
P roject FE
BackerCounty×Time FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

(3)
-0.0350∗∗∗
(0.0124)
0.0587∗∗∗
(0.0118)
-0.0013∗∗∗
(0.0003)

+
+
+
+
0.7846
43785

+
+
+
+
0.7886
43785

+
+
+
0.7839
43785

Notes: The table presents the monthly panel regression results of how Hurricane Sandy
affects the relationship between social network variables and funding decisions. Following Kuchler et al. (2021), we use the period of January 2012 through July 2013
for the analysis and define the affected period as October, 2012 and November, 2012.
The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative
to i’s total Kickstarter funding. I(Sandy) is an indicator variable equal to one during
the affected period and zero otherwise. Affected Ratioi,p is the SCI-weighted Kickstarter funding by i’s Mid-Atlantic peer counties, divided by the SCI-weighted funding
by all peers, as of January 2012. Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness
between the backer county i and project county k. We include the following fixed
effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory.
Same CountyDummy is an indicator variable that equals one if the backer county is
the same as the project county, and zero otherwise. ln(Distance+1) is the physical distance (in logarithm) between the backer and the project counties. Distance100Tile are
the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the distance between
the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable
definitions. Following Kuchler et al. (2021), we exclude observations if the backer or
project counties belong to the eastern states in the United States (ME, NH, VT, CT,
MA, RI, NY, NJ, DC, PA, DE, MD, VA, WV, NC, SC, GA, and FL). Standard errors
(in parentheses) are clustered by project subcategory. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01
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Table 4: Peer Effects and Funding Decisions, a Placebo Test

Dependent Variable
(1)
-0.0172
(0.0110)
0.0470∗∗∗
(0.0078)

Affected Ratio i,p *I(Sandy)
Social Tiesi,k
ln(Distance + 1)
Same CountyDummy
Distance100Tile
P roject FE
BackerCounty×Time FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

Supporti,p
(2)
(3)
-0.0129
-0.0167
(0.0110)
(0.0110)
0.0390∗∗∗ 0.0605∗∗∗
(0.0087)
(0.0089)
-0.0007∗∗∗
(0.0002)

+
+
+
+
0.8049
39459

+
+
+
+
0.8081
39459

+
+
+
0.8048
39459

Notes: The table presents the monthly panel regression results for a placebo test of
how a pseudo event affects the relation between social network variables and funding decisions. We randomly generated nine states to be the pseudo affected regions
by Hurricane Sandy for the period of January 2012 through July 2013. The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to
i’s total Kickstarter funding. I(Sandy) is an indicator variable equal to one during
the affected period and zero otherwise. Affected Ratioi,p is the SCI-weighted Kickstarter funding by the pseudo-affected counties’ peers, divided by the SCI-weighted
funding by all peers, as of January 2012. Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness between the backer and project counties. We include the following fixed
effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory.
Same CountyDummy is an indicator variable that equals one if the backer county
is the same as the project county, and zero otherwise. ln(Distance+1) is the physical
distance (in logarithm) between the backer and the project counties. Distance100Tile
are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed
variable definitions. We exclude observations if the backer or project counties belong to the pseudo-affected states. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by
project subcategory. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 5: Social Networks and Funding Decisions, the Role of Platform Design
Dependent Variable

Supporti,p

Peer Effects i,p
Social Tiesi,k
Peer Effectsi,p *PlatDesign
Social Tiesi,p *PlatDesign
P roject FE
Distance100Tile
BackerCounty×Time FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

(1)
PlatDesign
= Disclosure
1.1884∗∗∗
(0.0748)
0.0938∗∗∗
(0.0087)
0.5300∗∗∗
(0.0415)
-0.0096
(0.0067)
+
+
+
+
0.7855
725948

(2)
PlatDesign
= M oralHazard
1.4759∗∗∗
(0.0819)
0.0878∗∗∗
(0.0089)
0.3498∗∗∗
(0.0579)
-0.0019
(0.0096)
+
+
+
+
0.7850
725948

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regression results of how platform design
choices affect the association between social network variables and funding decisions.
The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p is the SCI-weighted monthly
funding of project p by i’s peer counties. Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness between the backer county i and project county k. PlatDesign corresponds to
one of the two platform design indicators (Disclosure, or MoralHazard ) and equals
one after the 2012 disclosure rule change, and after the 2014 policy change regarding moral hazard, respectively, and zero otherwise. We include the following fixed
effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory.
Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of
the distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table
A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way
clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 6: The Complementarity of Social Ties and Peer Effects

Dependent Variable
Peer Effects i,p
Social T iesi,k
Peer Effectsi,p *Social Tiesi,k
P roject FE
Distance100Tile
BackerCounty×Time FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

Supporti,p
0.9496∗∗∗
(0.0444)
0.0663∗∗∗
(0.0057)
3.8479∗∗∗
(0.2789)
+
+
+
+
0.7884
725948

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regression results of how social network variables interact and correspond to funding decisions. The dependent variable,
Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p is the
SCI-weighted monthly funding of project p by i’s peer counties. Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness between the backer county i and project county k. We include
the following fixed effects: P roject, Backer County× Time,
and Backer County× Project Subcategory. Distance100Tile
are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the
quantile of the distance between the backer and the project
counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable
definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way
clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, **
p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 7: Social Networks, Information Transmission, and Funding Decisions

Dependent Variable

Supporti,p

Social T iesi,k *Distressedk,t
P eer Ef f ects*Social T ies*Distressed
P eer Ef f ectsi,p
Social T iesi,k
P eer Ef f ectsi,p *Social T iesi,k
P eer Ef f ectsi,p *Distressedk,t
P roject FE
Distance100Tile
BackerCounty×Time FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

(1)
Distressed
= U nemply
-1.2219∗∗∗
(0.1370)
-32.2949∗∗∗
(5.8117)
0.6353∗∗∗
(0.1160)
0.1997∗∗∗
(0.0192)
6.4193∗∗∗
(0.5476)
-0.4660
(1.3675)
+
+
+
+
0.7883
670801

(2)
Distressed
= N oCollege
-1.1692∗∗∗
(0.0853)
-33.9789∗∗∗
(3.9890)
0.2066∗∗
(0.0817)
0.2892∗∗∗
(0.0204)
7.4883∗∗∗
(0.5828)
3.3613∗∗∗
(0.5916)
+
+
+
+
0.7909
670801

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regressions of how social networks mediate the sensitivity of funding decisions to information about the economic conditions
of the project locations. The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly
funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p is the
SCI-weighted monthly funding of project p by i’s peer counties. Social Tiesi,k is
the relative social connectedness between the backer county i and project county k.
Distressedk,t corresponds to project county economic conditions: annual estimates
of the unemployment rate (U nemply) and the share of population without a college
degree (N oCollege), respectively. We include the following fixed effects: P roject,
Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory. Distance100Tile
are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed
variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project
subcategory and by time. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 8: Social Networks and Project Funding Outcomes
Dependent Variable
SP Fk,t
AP Ep
ln(F undingGoal)
F eatured

(1)
0.0532∗∗∗
(0.0034)
0.0538∗∗∗
(0.0044)
-0.1466∗∗∗
(0.0048)
0.2727∗∗∗
(0.0139)

(2)
0.0589∗∗∗
(0.0048)
0.0577∗∗∗
(0.0041)
-0.1490∗∗∗
(0.0045)
0.2794∗∗∗
(0.0138)

+

+
+

0.2574
107024

0.2970
106668

P P Fk,t

Prob(Success)
(3)
(4)
0.0555∗∗∗ 0.0350∗∗∗
(0.0039)
(0.0038)
0.0597∗∗∗ 0.0601∗∗∗
(0.0035)
(0.0036)
-0.1486∗∗∗ -0.1488∗∗∗
(0.0045)
(0.0045)
0.2905∗∗∗ 0.2900∗∗∗
(0.0145)
(0.0145)
0.0228∗∗∗
(0.0037)

SP Ck,t
County LevelControls
ProjectState×Time FE
P rojectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

+
+
+
0.3209
106668

+
+
+
0.3213
106668

(5)
0.0597∗∗∗
(0.0070)
0.0633∗∗∗
(0.0034)
-0.1533∗∗∗
(0.0042)
0.2911∗∗∗
(0.0154)
0.0233∗∗∗
(0.0037)
0.0170∗∗∗
(0.0028)
+
+
+
0.3314
94353

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regressions of aggregated social network variables and project
funding success. The dependent variable, Prob(Success), is an indicator that equals one if a project is
successfully funded, and zero otherwise. SP Fk,t is project county k’s social proximity to crowdfunding
capital at time t (in logarithm) and AP Ep is the aggregate peer effects for the project p (in logarithm).
P P Fk,t is project county k’s physical proximity to crowdfunding capital at time t (in logarithm). SP Ck,t
is project county k’s social proximity to institutional capital at time t (in logarithm). ln(F undingGoal)
is the dollar amount (in logarithm) a project creator aims to raise. F eatured is an indicator variable that
equals one if the project is recommended by Kickstarter, and zero otherwise. We include the contemporaneous project-county characteristics (County LevelControls): annual estimates of the unemployment
rate (U nemply) and the share of population without a college degree (N oCollege), and the monthly number of launched projects (N um P rojects). We include the Project State × Time fixed effects and Project
Subcategory fixed effects. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors
(in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01
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Table 9: Social Networks and Project Funding Outcomes
– Heterogeneous Peer Effects by Backer Centrality
Dependent Variable
SP Fk,t
AP EpHighC
AP EpM idC
AP EpLowC
ln(F undingGoal)
F eatured

(1)
0.0438∗∗∗
(0.0031)
0.0627∗∗∗
(0.0029)
0.0077∗∗∗
(0.0014)
0.0049∗∗∗
(0.0015)
-0.1335∗∗∗
(0.0040)
0.2716∗∗∗
(0.0158)

(2)
0.0606∗∗∗
(0.0044)
0.0671∗∗∗
(0.0027)
0.0103∗∗∗
(0.0013)
0.0055∗∗∗
(0.0017)
-0.1334∗∗∗
(0.0037)
0.2746∗∗∗
(0.0156)

+

+
+

0.2203
107024

0.2594
106668

P P Fk,t

Prob(Success)
(3)
(4)
∗∗∗
0.0539
0.0472∗∗∗
(0.0038)
(0.0043)
∗∗∗
0.0627
0.0628∗∗∗
(0.0024)
(0.0024)
0.0087∗∗∗ 0.0088∗∗∗
(0.0014)
(0.0014)
0.0051∗∗∗ 0.0052∗∗∗
(0.0016)
(0.0016)
-0.1293∗∗∗ -0.1293∗∗∗
(0.0037)
(0.0037)
0.2909∗∗∗ 0.2907∗∗∗
(0.0157)
(0.0156)
0.0074∗
(0.0038)

SP Ck,t
County LevelControls
ProjectState×Time FE
P rojectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

+
+
+
0.2880
106668

+
+
+
0.2881
106668

(5)
0.0722∗∗∗
(0.0072)
0.0653∗∗∗
(0.0026)
0.0081∗∗∗
(0.0015)
0.0058∗∗∗
(0.0017)
-0.1331∗∗∗
(0.0035)
0.2927∗∗∗
(0.0167)
0.0066∗
(0.0040)
0.0260∗∗∗
(0.0034)
+
+
+
0.2952
94353

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regressions of aggregated social network variables and
project funding success, with heterogeneous peer effects by backer centrality. The dependent variable,
Prob(Success), is an indicator that equals one if a project is successfully funded, and zero otherwise.
SP Fk,t is project county k’s social proximity to crowdfunding capital at time t (in logarithm). We define
backer counties into terciles by their degree centrality. AP EpHighC , AP EpM idC , and AP EpLowC (in logarithm) are the averages of peer effects across high-, mid-, and low-centrality backers, respectively and are
standardized using the mean and the standard deviation of the corresponding variable. P P Fk,t is project
county k’s physical proximity to crowdfunding capital at time t (in logarithm). SP Ck,t is borrowed from
Kuchler et al. (2021) that covers from 2007 to 2016, and represents project county k’s social proximity to institutional capital at time t (in logarithm). So in Column (5), the time span is shorter than the full sample,
ranging from 2009 to 2016. ln(F undingGoal) is the dollar amount (in logarithm) a project creator aims to
raise. F eatured is an indicator variable that equals one if the project is recommended by Kickstarter, and
zero otherwise. We include the contemporaneous project-county characteristics (County LevelControls):
annual estimates of the unemployment rate (U nemply) and the share of population without a college degree (N oCollege), and the monthly number of launched projects (N um P rojects). We include the Project
State × Time fixed effects and Project Subcategory fixed effects. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed
variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project subcategory and
by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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A

Appendix
Table A.1: Variable Definitions
Variable Name
SCIi,j
Supporti,p
Peer Effectsi,p
Social T iesi,k
F undingGoal
P ledged
Backers Count
F eatured
Success
U nemply
N oCollege
Distressedk,t
N um P rojects
Affected Ratioi,p
MA Statesi,p
I(Sandy)
ln(Distance+1)
Distance100Tile
Same CountyDummy
Disclosure
M oralHazard
PlatDesign
AP Ep
SP Fk
P P Fk
AP EpHighC
AP EpM idC
AP EpLowC
P eer Ef f ectsHighC
i,p
idC
P eer Ef f ectsM
i,p

P eer Ef f ectsLowC
i,p

Definition
Total number of friendship links between county i and county j, normalized relative to Los
Angeles. It has a minimum value of zero and a maximum value of 1,000,000.
County i’s support for a project p, measured by i’s dollar funding for p, relative to i’s total
Kickstarter funding for the month.
County i’s peer support for project p, measured as the SCI-weighted monthly Support of project
p by i’s peer counties.
The number of friendship links between backer county i and project county k relative to the
total number of friendship links i has.
The amount of dollars a project creator aims to raise.
The actual amount of dollars a project receives.
The total number of backers supporting a project.
An indicator variable that equals one when a project is recommended by Kickstarter staff, and
zero otherwise.
An indicator variable that equals one if the project reaches its funding goal, and zero otherwise.
Annual estimates of the unemployment rate of the project county.
Annual estimates of the project county’s share of population older than 25 without a college
degree.
A continuous variable that corresponds to project county k’s economic conditions in year t:
U nemply or N oCollege.
The number of projects launched in the project county each month.
The SCI-weighted Kickstarter funding by i’s Mid-Atlantic peer counties, divided by the SCIweighted funding by all peers, as of January 2012.
An indicator variable that equals one if a backer county is in the Mid-Atlantic states (NY, NJ,
CT, DC, PA, DE, MD, VA, and WV), and zero otherwise.
An indicator variable that equals one during the Hurricane Sandy period (2012.10-2012.11) and
zero otherwise.
The physical distance (in logarithm) between the backer and the project counties based on the
2010 Census.
The 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the physical distance between
the backer and the project counties based on the 2010 Census.
An indicator variable that equals one if the backer county is the same as the project county, and
zero otherwise.
An indicator variable that equals one after Kickstarter’s disclosure rule change on September
21, 2012, and zero otherwise.
An indicator variable that equals one after Kickstarter’s moral hazard rule change on September
20, 2014, and zero otherwise.
An indicator variable that corresponds to one of the two platform design indicators: Disclosure
or MoralHazard.
Aggregate peer effects for a given project p.
A project county k’s social proximity to crowdfunding capital.
A project county k’s physical proximity to crowdfunding capital.
The average peer effects of top tercile degree centrality backer counties for project p.
The average peer effects of mid tercile degree centrality backer counties for project p.
The average peer effects of bottom tercile degree centrality backer counties for project p.
The SCI-weighted monthly Support of project p by i’s peer counties with top tercile degree
centrality.
The SCI-weighted monthly Support of project p by i’s peer counties with mid tercile degree
centrality.
The SCI-weighted monthly Support of project p by i’s peer counties with bottom tercile degree
centrality.
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Table A.2: Top 10 Project Subcategories
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Category
Product Design
Tabletop Games
Shorts
Food
Music
Documentary
Rock
Indie Rock
Country & Folk
Theater

Example
The Venn Puzzle (Mechanical Puzzle)
The Waylanders–The Board Game
Cat’s Waltz (a DC Shorts Fan-film)
Canary Cold Brew–Cold Brew For the 21st Century
Girl, The Album
The Movie House on Main Street
Twelfth Night Recording
Keep Music Indie (April Smith Makes a Record)
Sophomore Album and Coast to Coast Tour
Beauty and the Beast

Percent
6.72%
6.20%
3.87%
3.87%
3.47%
3.16%
2.83%
2.95%
2.57%
2.37%

Number
8,276
7,630
4,770
4,763
4,278
3,888
3,480
3,629
3,168
2,915

Notes: This table lists the ten most popular granular project subcategories on Kickstarter between 2009 and
2018 and provides an example for each. The top three are product design, tabletop games, and short films.
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Table A.3: Top 10 Counties List
Panel A: Top 10 Creator Counties
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Project County

State

Percent

Number

Los Angeles
New York
Cook
Kings
San Francisco
King
Multnomah
Travis
Suffolk
San Diego

CA
NY
IL
NY
CA
WA
OR
TX
MA
CA

9.4%
7.5%
3.3%
3.2%
3.1%
2.7%
2.2%
1.8%
1.7%
1.5%

11,331
9,035
3,973
3,876
3,742
3,246
2,698
2,225
2,033
1,851

Panel B: Top 10 Backer Counties
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Backer County

State

Percent

Number

Los Angeles
New York
Cook
San Francisco
King
Kings
Travis
Suffolk
Multnomah
Harris

CA
NY
IL
CA
WA
NY
TX
MA
OR
TX

6.7%
5.8%
4.4%
3.5%
3.1%
3.0%
2.4%
1.9%
1.8%
1.6%

53,137
45,431
34,522
27,819
24,544
23,376
19,008
15,116
14,332
12,809

Panel C: Top 10 Counties Supporting SF Projects
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Backer County

State

Percent

USD (Millions)

San Francisco
Los Angeles
New York
Santa Clara
Alameda
King
Cook
San Mateo
Kings
Travis

CA
CA
NY
CA
CA
WA
IL
CA
NY
TX

39.02%
9.9%
9.2%
8.9%
7.6%
5.5%
4.0%
1.7%
1.6%
1.5%

103.61
26.41
24.50
23.62
20.23
14.66
10.51
4.40
4.22
4.06

Notes: This table lists the top 10 creator counties, backer counties, and counties supporting projects
launched in San Francisco between 2009 and 2018, respectively.
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Table A.4: Positive-Pledge Projects vs. Zero-Pledge Projects
Variables
FundingGoal
Featured
Total SCI
Creator Projects
Creator Time
Observations

Positive Pledge
17475.18
21.5%
491782
2.11
4.34
123,130

Zero-Pledge
36070.52
0.11%
438699
1.17
0.41
16,131

t-test
39.21∗∗∗
-66.19∗∗∗
-11.17∗∗∗
-28.04∗∗∗
-39.97∗∗∗

Notes: This table compares positive pledge projects in our sample
with the excluded zero-pledge projects. “FundingGoal” is the amount
of dollars a project creator aims to raise. “Featured” is a dummy that
equals one when a project is recommended by Kickstarter staff, and
zero otherwise. “Total SCI” is the sum of a project county’s total social connectedness, measured as number of friendship links. “Creator
Projects” counts the number of projects a creator has created and
“Creator Time” measures the number of months a creator has been
on Kickstarter before launching a project. The last column shows
t-test on the difference between the two samples. ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A.5: Social Networks and Backer Support (Zero Support Counties Included)
Dependent Variable
Peer Effects i,p

(1)
9.4412∗∗∗
(12.2944)

Social Tiesi,k
P roject FE
BackerCounty×Time FE
Same CountyDummy
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
Distance100Tile
Pseudo R-squared
Observations

+
+
+

0.4092
56521119

Supporti,p (PPML)
(3)
(4)
8.6400∗∗∗ 9.0325∗∗∗
(0.1456)
(0.1719)
0.9073∗∗∗ 0.3736∗∗∗ 0.3891∗∗∗
(0.0116)
(0.0115)
(1.3736)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
(2)

0.2870
56469058

0.4211
56469058

0.4532
56469058

(5)
8.8652∗∗∗
(0.1949)
0.3248∗∗∗
(0.0107)
+
+
+
+
0.4504
50607199

Notes: This table presents the association of social network variables and funding decisions, with zero support
observations included and estimated using Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML) regressions. The
dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p is the SCI-weighted monthly funding of project p by i’s peer counties. Social Tiesi,k is the
relative social connectedness between the backer county i and project county k. We include the following fixed
effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory. Same CountyDummy is
an indicator variable that equals one if the backer county is the same as the project county, and zero otherwise.
Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the distance between the
backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard
errors (in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01
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Table A.6: Social Networks and Backer Support, Excluding Same County/State Backers
Dependent Variable
Peer Effects i,p
Social Tiesi,k
P roject FE
Distance100Tile
BackerCounty×Time FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

Supporti,p (Panel Regressions)
Exclude same county Exclude same state
1.7277∗∗∗
1.5845∗∗∗
(0.0519)
(0.0763)
0.1006∗∗∗
0.0793∗∗∗
(0.0113)
(0.0224)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0.8319
0.8471
631536
462129

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regression results of social network variables and funding decisions, excluding same-county or same-state backers. The dependent variable, Supporti,p ,
is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. Peer Effectsi,p
is the SCI-weighted monthly funding of project p by i’s peer counties. Social Tiesi,k is the relative social connectedness between the backer count i and project county k. We include the
following fixed effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory. Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the
distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project
subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table A.7: Hurricane Sandy and Affected Regions’ Project Support
Dependent Variable
(1)
-0.0032∗
(0.0017)

MA States i,p *I(Sandy)
ln(Distance + 1)
Same CountyDummy
Distance100Tile
P roject FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

Supporti,p
(2)
(3)
-0.0032∗
-0.0030∗
(0.0017) (0.0017)
-0.0062∗∗∗
(0.0002)

+
+
+
0.7945
103412

+
+
+
0.7959
103380

+
+
0.7937
103380

Notes: This table analyzes how Hurricane Sandy affects the support level by
backers from Mid-Atlantic states. Following Kuchler et al. (2021), we use the period
of January 2012 through July 2013 for the analysis and define the affected period as
October, 2012 and November, 2012. The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county
i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. I(Sandy)
is an indicator variable equal to one during the affected period and zero otherwise.
MA Statesi,p equals one if a backer county is in the Mid-Atlantic states (NY, NJ,
CT, DC, PA, DE, MD, VA, and WV) and zero otherwise. We include the P roject
and Backer County× Project Subcategory fixed effects. Same CountyDummy is
an indicator variable that equals one if the backer county is the same as the project
county, and zero otherwise. Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables
corresponding to the quantile of the distance between the backer and the project
counties. We exclude projects from the eastern states to be consistent with the
specification in Table 3 although our results are similar if we include these projects.
Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in
parentheses) are clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, **
p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table A.8: Disclosure Rule Change and Mid-Atlantic States’ Project Support
Dependent Variable
(1)
0.0052∗∗∗
(0.0010)

MA States i,p *Disclosure
ln(Distance + 1)
Same CountyDummy
Distance100Tile
P roject FE
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

Supporti,p
(2)
(3)
∗∗∗
0.0053
0.0055∗∗∗
(0.0010)
(0.0010)
-0.0072∗∗∗
(0.0001)

+
+
+
0.7766
442686

+
+
+
0.7775
442566

+
+
0.7762
442566

Notes: This table analyzes how the 2012 Kickstarter disclosure rule change affects
the support by backers from Mid-Atlantic states for the sample period of April 2009
through September 2018. The dependent variable, Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly
funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding. MA Statesi,p equals
one if a backer county is in the Mid-Atlantic states (NY, NJ, CT, DC, PA, DE,
MD, VA, and WV) and zero otherwise. Disclosure is an indicator variable equal
to one after September, 2012, and zero otherwise. We exclude projects from the
eastern states to be consistent with the specification in Table 3 and Table A.7 although our results are similar if we include these projects. We include the following
fixed effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory. Same CountyDummy is an indicator variable that equals one if the backer
county is the same as the project county, and zero otherwise. ln(Distance+1) is the
physical distance (in logarithm) between the backer and the project counties. Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables corresponding to the quantile of the
distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer to Appendix Table A.1
for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by
project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table A.9: Project Location Economic Condition and Project Funding Success

Dependent Variable

Distressedk,t
ln(F undingGoal)
F eatured
N um P rojects
N um P rojects2
P rojectCounty FE
P rojectSubcategory FE
R-squared
Observations

Prob(Success)
(1)
(2)
Distressed
Distressed
= U nemply = N oCollege
-2.7898∗∗∗
-4.1512∗∗∗
(0.4043)
(0.5514)
-0.1218∗∗∗
-0.1229∗∗∗
(0.0034)
(0.0035)
∗∗∗
0.2802
0.2799∗∗∗
(0.0160)
(0.0161)
-0.0067
-0.0099
(0.0074)
(0.0073)
0.0056∗∗∗
0.0018
(0.0018)
(0.0017)
+
+
+
+
0.2523
0.2519
106608
106608

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regressions of
how project county economic conditions affect its Kickstarter projects’ funding success. The dependent variable,
Prob(Soccess), equals one if a project is successfully funded,
and zero otherwise. Distressedk,t corresponds to project
county k’s economic conditions in year t: annual estimates
of the unemployment rate (U nemply) and the share of population without a college degree (N oCollege), respectively.
ln(F undingGoal) is the logarithm of the dollar amount a
project creator aims to raise. F eatured is an indicator variable
that equals one if the project is recommended by Kickstarter
staff, and zero otherwise. N um P rojects is the number of
projects launched in the project county each month. We control for both the level term and its square term to account
for potential non-linear effects of aggregate project supply in
the project county. P rojectCounty fixed effects and Project
Subcategory fixed effects are included in all regressions. Refer
to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are two-way clustered by project
subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table A.10: Top 20 Social-Proximity-to-Funding Counties

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

County
New York
San Francisco
Charlottesville City
Washington
Kings
Suffolk
Bronx
Multnomah
King
Halifax

State
NY
CA
VA
DC
NY
MA
NY
OR
WA
VA

Rank
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

County
Travis
Arlington
San Mateo
Tompkins
Denver
Teton
Cook
Nantucket
Marin
Whitman

State
TX
VA
CA
NY
CO
WY
IL
MA
CA
WA

Notes: This table lists the twenty project counties with the highest social
proximity to funding (SPF) on Kickstarter.
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Table A.11: Social Networks and Project Funding Outcomes, Further Controlling for Distance

Dependent Variable

SP Fk,t
AP Ep
ln(F undingGoal)
F eatured
County LevelControls
P rojectSubcategory FE
ProjectState×Time FE
R-squared
Observations

Prob(Success)
Excl. Same State
Excl. 100 Miles
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
0.0491
0.0548
0.0595
0.0524∗∗∗
(0.0033)
(0.0037)
(0.0041)
(0.0039)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
0.0708
0.0796
0.0742
0.0805∗∗∗
(0.0025)
(0.0029)
(0.0030)
(0.0030)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
-0.1500
-0.1543
-0.1524
-0.1539∗∗∗
(0.0040)
(0.0041)
(0.0042)
(0.0041)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
0.2665
0.2779
0.2699
0.2793∗∗∗
(0.0136)
(0.0140)
(0.0136)
(0.0139)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0.2702
0.3386
0.2742
0.3395
104379
104021
105247
104883

Notes: This table presents monthly panel regressions of aggregate social network variables
and project funding success, excluding backer counties from the same project state or within
100 miles of the project county. The dependent variable, Prob(Success), is an indicator that
equals one if a project is successfully funded, and zero otherwise. SP Fk,t is project county
k’s social proximity to crowdfunding capital at time t (in logarithm) and AP Ep is the aggregate peer effects for the project p (in logarithm). ln(F undingGoal) is the dollar amount
(in logarithm) a project creator aims to raise. F eatured is an indicator variable that equals
one if the project is recommended by Kickstarter, and zero otherwise. We include the contemporaneous project-county characteristics (County LevelControls): annual estimates of
the unemployment rate (U nemply) and the share of population without a college degree
(N oCollege), and the monthly number of launched projects (N um P rojects). We include
the Project State × Time fixed effects and Project Subcategory fixed effects. Refer to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are
two-way clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table A.12: Social Networks and Backer Support
– Heterogeneous Peer Effects by Centrality
Dependent Variable
P eer

Ef f ectsHighC
i,p

idC
P eer Ef f ectsM
i,p

P eer Ef f ectsLowC
i,p

(1)
0.0315∗∗∗
(0.0008)
0.0174∗∗∗
(0.0009)
0.0065∗∗∗
(0.0013)

Social Tiesi,k
P roject FE
BackerCounty×Time FE
Same CountyDummy
BackerCounty×ProjectSubcategory FE
Distance100Tile
Pseudo R-squared
Observations

+
+
+

0.7367
758076

Supporti,p
(2)
(3)
∗∗∗
0.0310
0.0304∗∗∗
(0.0008)
(0.0007)
0.0174∗∗∗ 0.0207∗∗∗
(0.0009)
(0.0012)
∗∗∗
0.0065
0.0082∗∗∗
(0.0013)
(0.0017)
∗∗∗
0.0744
0.0703∗∗∗
(0.0067)
(0.0052)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0.7371
756446

0.7852
725948

(4)
0.0300∗∗∗
(0.0008)
0.0205∗∗∗
(0.0012)
0.0082∗∗∗
(0.0017)
0.0824∗∗∗
(0.0070)
+
+
+
+
0.7861
725948

Notes: This table presents the association of social networks and funding decisions, with peer
effects decomposed into high-, medium-, and low-centrality terciles. The dependent variable,
Supporti,p , is county i’s monthly funding of project p relative to i’s total Kickstarter funding.
P eer Ef f ectsHighC
is the SCI-weighted monthly funding of project p by i’s peer counties with
i,p
idC
and P eer Ef f ectsLowC
are defined similarly. Centrality is
high centrality. P eer Ef f ectsM
i,p
i,p
measured in degrees and divided into high-, medium- and low terciles. To ease interpretation
of the coefficients, we standardize the high-, medium-, and low-centrality peer effects using the
mean and the standard deviation of the corresponding variables. Social Tiesi,k is the relative
social connectedness between the backer county i and project county k. We include the following fixed effects: P roject, Backer County× Time, and Backer County× Project Subcategory.
Same CountyDummy is an indicator variable that equals one if the backer county is the same
as the project county, and zero otherwise. Distance100Tile are the 100-tile indicator variables
corresponding to the quantile of the distance between the backer and the project counties. Refer
to Appendix Table A.1 for detailed variable definitions. Standard errors (in parentheses) are
two-way clustered by project subcategory and by time. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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